
Facial in a Bag!
Welcome to your 

Private Facial! 

TimeWise   Miracle Set  ® ®

In a 12-week clinical study, these results 
were documented by a dermatologist after 
using the Miracle Set   :®

~ 83% had a reduction in fine lines and wrinkles.
~ Up to 25% improvement in skin elasticity.
~ 100% had softer, more supple skin.
~ 46% improvement in more even skin tone.

Rosacea Benefits:

~ 95% improvement of skin texture.
~ 80% showed improvement in even skin tone.
~ 60% showed improvement in skin redness.

“Facial in a Bag! ”
Program!

Let’s get started!

Thank you for agreeing to try our

~ Cleanser - Apply 1/2 the packet of TimeWise   3-In-1 
   Cleanser (save the rest for another use) to a wet face 
   and neck.Add extra water to enhance lather. 
   Remove with a warm, wet cloth.

~ Microdermabrasion - Splash water on 1/2 of your 
   face. Using the Step 1 Refine packet, massage the 
   contents on 1/2 of your face, (we’ll call this side your 
   “pampered side”) making sure your face is wet as 
   you massage. Massage for 1 minute and rinse. 
   Pat dry.

~ Follow with Step 2 Replenish on the same side of 
   your face. By doing 1/2 of your face, you can 
   compare and see results.

~ Now apply TimeWise   Night Solution on the 
   “pampered side” of your face. Let it dry. Follow with 
   TimeWise   Day Solution on the “pampered side”, 
   right on top of Night Solution. Normally you would     
                               only use Day Solution in the 
                               morning and Night Solution at night.
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Thank you for trying  
  our Facial in a Bag!

TimeWise   Miracle Set   - $90
TimeWise   Microdermabrasion - $50
TimeWise   Firming Eye Cream - $32
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~ Moisturize - Using the packet of 
TimeWise   Age-Fighting Moisturizer, 
squeeze 1/2 the contents onto your fingertips and 
apply to both sides of your face and throat.

~ Eye Cream - Apply the sample of TimeWise   Firming 
Eye Cream to the eye on the “pampered side.” Gently 
apply it around the eye area.

On the “pampered side” you have the complete 
Ultimate Miracle Set   . On the other side you have the 
TimeWise    Basic Set. Can you feel the di�erence in the 
two sides of your face?

Don’t you love the way your face feels after using Mary 
Kay’s Ultimate Miracle Set   ? These products are 
formulated to give you the healthier, younger-looking 
skin we all want.
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